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THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
MARINE RESOURCES OPERATIONS
REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF JULY 1966
Yellowtail t barracuda t and salmon sport catches look better than they have for
several years. Albacore fishing has been spotty.
A bluefin tuna released near San Clemente Island in August 1964 was recaptured
in July 1966 near Awashima Island in the Sea of Japan t 4800 miles away. ,
A Dover sole tagged five years ago by the Oregon Fish Commission was captured
off northern California. The fish had traveled 200 miles t which is extremely
rare because other migrations of Dover sole were seldom over 20 miles.
The north coast crab season ended with 9.8 million pounds landed--the, ,best
of several years. UnfortunatelYt the San Francisco area had a very poor
season with about one-half million pounds.
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1. BOTTOMFISH 
A. Fishery 
Flatfish: The upward trend in catch recorded last month continued, 
Dover sole led in landings as efforts by Eureka and Fort Bragg fisher-
men in depths to 350 fathoms returned sizeable catches. The catch of 
English and petrale sole remained light in northern California. In 
contrast, English and petrale predominated in central California 
where most effort was expended in shallow to intermediate depths and 
where only a few trawlers were engaged in the deep-water fishery for 
Dover sole. 
Rockfish: The catch increased over June. Landings were largely 
bocaccio, chilipepper, and channel rockfish. Channel rockfish were 
taken from deep water with Dover sole in northern California, while 
the central California cat~h of bocaccio and chilipepper came from 
intermediate depths. 
B. Research 
Flatfish: Routine tasks of market sampling and collations of logbook 
and landing receipt data were accomplished as were compilations of 
previous sampling data. 
Radiographs of flathead sole, Hippoglossoides elassodon, and several 
aberrant forms of other flatfish were taken for meristic analyses. 
Four Dover sole tagged in 1962 off Eureka were recaptured. These 
showed little movement in contrast to the recovery of a tagged Dover 
sole released by the Oregon Fish Commission which moved 200 miles in 
five years before its capture last month off northern California. 
Previous west coast tagging studies show rare instances of travel 
by Dover sole of more than 20 miles. 
International Trawl Technical Sub-Co~nittee minutes were prepared 
and sent to other members for approval. 
Program is behind schedule due to military leave of one staff 
member and the above secretarial duties. 
Rockfish: Taxonomic studies were continued on several closely 
allied species. Minor revisions were made on the manuscript draft 
of sablefish tagging studies to be submitted to the Pacific Marine 
Fisheries Commission. 
Program is on schedule. 
SHELLFISH 
Fishery 
!Palone: A combination of unfavorable weather, unavailability of 
legal-sized abalones and economics curtailed the fishery. 
Dense growths of bull kelp, Nereocystis luetkeana, are restrict-
ing divers to the fringe areas of.kelp beds. This is normal during 
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opU-mal kelp-g"cowing years. The fringe areas are being heavily
exploited, but large numbers of sub-legals are present and many of
these will be legal by December.
Increased imports of abalones from Baja California have affected
the California industry. Two processors each report 5,000 to 6,000
pounds that are not moving due to the increased imports. Reportedly,
the Mexicans are producing a fine abalone pack that is highly com-
petitive with ours.
Crab: Total landings through May in the San Francisco area reached
424.638 pounds, a drop of nearly 44% from last year's total of
749,614 pounds for the same period. May landings from San Francisco
Bay, Princeton. Point Reyes, and Tomales Bay were only 2,142 pounds.
One Df the best crab seasons in recent years on the north coast
ended July 15. Landings through May for Fort Bragg, Eureka, Trinidad,
and Crcs ent City reached 9.8 million pounds. June receipts from
Eure a, Trinidad, and Cres~ent City amounted to approximately 100,000
pounds.
Oysters; HSL'Jesting operations are in the summer slowdown due to
spawning, which results in thin oysters. About the only operations
in the State are at Drakes Estero, where the oysters have not spawned
and remain in good condition.
ShrlmE: Approximately 1,000,000 pounds of ocean shrimp have been
landed from the northern Area A; this total includes catches made
by three boats. fishing out of Brookings, Oregon. Catch-per-unit-
of~effort fluctuated from a low of 372 pounds per hour during the
week of July 10-16 to a high of 511 pounds per hour during the week
of July 17-23. Strong northwesterly winds forced the fleet to stop
fishing on July 19. The fleet began fishing again on July 25.
Virtually nothing has been reported from the other three areas
in the State. A landing of 220 pounds was made on July 6 at
Fort Bragg (Area B-1).
Landings totaling approximately 20,000 pounds of ridge-back prawns,
Eusicyonia ingentis, have been made at Santa Barbara. The prawns
are being caught off Rincon Point in about 35 fathoms.
B. Research
Abalone: A brief survey was conducted at San Clemente Island, from
the patrol vessel, MARLIN, during the last three days of June. Fair
concentrations of pinks, Haliotis corrugata, were located at some
diving sites, while other areas that seemingly had all the environ-
mental "ingredients" for an abalone community were devoid of abalone.
Adult pinks exhibited slight (1 to 3 nun) recent shell growth. Juvenile
pinks were particularly abundant where adult populations were present.
A three-day survey of abalone populations off Crescent City. Patricks
Point, and inside Trinidad Bay disclosed localized populations of
-
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reds off Crescent City. Of five transects, each 15 feet by 100 feet
long, only one was productive, yielding five abalones. A total of 10
red abalones, six legals (7 inches or greater) and 4 sub-legals were
collected and examined. Maximal seasonal shell growth measured 40 mm.
All gonads were in a mature, spawning, condition. Abalones were not
found at depths greater than 15 feet. Large amounts of sawdust and
small pieces of wood observed in suspension and on the bottom.
Crab: The ME II position for the crab project at Menlo Park has been
filled. Preparations are being made for an August tagging cruise in
the San Francisco area. ~70 of three Humboldt Bay trawling statio~s
were sampled. The largest tow yielded about 75 pounds of crab, fish,
and bay shrimp. Only 17 market crabs were captured, 14 of which were
from the 1966 year class. Two overnight sets of 28-inch crab traps
south of Humboldt Bay entrance yielded 51 legal and 51 sub-legals. Six
sub-legals were also caught in four plastic igloo traps fished inside
the bay. Seven of the sub-legals had new shell and were tagged. Five
28-inch traps were fished iIlsIde the bay for five hours; the catch
consisted of two h:gals and four sub--legals. All of the sub-legals
were tagged.
Oysters and Clams: A survey of an experimental planting of clams
in May, 1963, at Tomales Bay revealed no growth but about 75 percent
survival over a period of three years.
Advice and guidance was given to Mr. Erickson in regard to what shell-
fish culture might be employed on hi-s shellfish allotment in Tomales
Bay.
Test plots of Pacific and Kumamoto oysters were set up. These
oysters will be observed for growth and survival.
Shrimp: Six samples were obtained from Eureka boats and 30 samples
from Crescent City boats. Counts per pound ranged from 88 to 118,
with a mean of 106. A total of 75 Pacific hake stomachs have been
examined; the stomachs contained an average of 1.1 shrimp per stomach.
The year class composition was:
1966
1965
1964
7.0 percent
30.6 percent
62.4 percent
Two samples of ridge-back pfawns were obtained from Santa Barbara.
Measurements, sex and weight of the prawns were determined. Females
were predominent in the catches and were of a greater size. Counts
per pound averaged 32. Both males and females appear to arrange
themselves nicely into two year classes.
Crab studies of the Shellfish Program are behind schedule because
of a long-term ME II vacancy.
Proposab i.~' .~t· t':(f .. ,p~j ·.n .'1!: Uk' P'''()~L-lJ1l tht:'l'$h ii.seal 1967-68
were compl.:'tf'~ ""he:;e prol'~"':.1 s il':.llL· -.:;d te :'~2StS rot: an increase
in per,;;onnE:.l, )lld./";'''' i s e,'l'.; 111m ~nt., dod .a one--month training period at
Gulf Breeze, Fli-,t~j",-l.J t u ber'!)TlI (aId 1J at {vi.!.:h t!lt; techniques and ana-
lysis ~qUi?U1:..rtt
MontLJ,'lug l.d',jTl>i,>l .1. a.ll .s;:a'.'JI -,;, SaJl.pJ.es "Jili b~ sent to Gulf
Bt'eez> fet a' ..l! .r<' j S .
A SeCGllJ d~si. ',':iH' ~ {~!T:::{)., a tJrt~~. o ... ·ii!\i- rteci'f.dl ed sJliLa wi-II be
add d to,) h!t\\ll: :;alO'J!f;:S i! .>Lder: to prev\:"rjt solidifj.caLion in temp-
eratu 'es iJ exr~ss ct 110Gi.
Dl'~ Bl r··'''·;" d 1,'[ (1]' ni tlw (~)Ilf Br<:t'l.c· !.:jf1t.W<j!-, "y, h's reqnested
add '.t.im1'! I [, "TIl' 11{".! fl' m ,..' p c lear:.i. f', f'Kper.l me.rl1. PE: ti cides in the
range of (nn '8,11 £",1' Lnll':" ohserved sh(lT,] e;nnsi'I",,{1hle mODI:hlJ varia.tion.
Samples f'>.!lh:Clf,(i I.t 1'1,',10 C 'v iPt'I-'" 'i1!S f:;hno!i.1 g"!~ more reliable
resu]t", dUll ti ;',lL ','I I 'Cli'0 :1' '10 ~'" ~·}~-'!'-V:.ll:;.
The results an:~ being tabulat.ed and st·rld~.ed. Subseq ent data and
additional collecti.ng stations may clarify some of the questions
raised by this analysis.
Program is on schedille,
4. SHELLFISH L.BORATORY OPERATIONS (Bartlet c Project H64Rl)
The entire month was spent studying shellfish culture methods at
the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Laboratory at Milford,
Connecticut. Larval development, growth, predator control,
physioecology, development of commercial hatchery techniques,
genetics of shellfish, and algal culture are all being studied.
This laboratory'B techniques have been used to establish commercial
methods for oyster hatcheries and are being studied for incorporation
in the future marine culture laboratory of the Department.
Program is on schedule.
5. OYSTER DISEASE AND MORTAl lTY STUDY (B,C,F, Contract)
During the month l)[ Jul,., lOost of the equipment ordered was delivered.
We await the delivery of Lhe oyster baskets to be placed at the
remaining study sites, and a photo'-microscope and the autotechicon
have not arrived.
The first rourjne ",aml.ling t ip wag made r.o the Humboldt Bay station.
Ten oysters ea h of the 19b5 and 1966 seed p antings were collected
and fixed in Dav1.dsnn's so ton for histological study.
Heavy mortalities of two-year~<)ld's (lY6') seed planting) occurred
at both the expedmell.lal station and on the oyster beds. Four gapers
(dead oysters with the s(lft parts sti~l intact) were co leeted from
the experimental ba'.;k~ts and fixed foe fur'l1re study.
ProgrdIn ~~ L1(j .'(1; J! 1:.
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6. PELAGIC FISH
A. Fishery
Landings i.n tons July January 1 - July 31
10 yr. mean
Species 1966* 1965 1966* 1965 1955-1964
Anchovy 30 323 17,733 1,286 6,683
Mackerel, jack 440 2.636 13.735 14.637 16.035
Mackerel, Pacific 140 399 798 741 7,402
Sardines 6 70 201 613 1.859
Squid 17 2,006 4,385 6.388 4.453
TOl:<lls 631 5,fd4 36,852 23.665 36,432
*Estimated. AssuTDu;lated landings are revised monthly.
B. Anchovy
Research
Anchovi.es were tagged in Monterey and San Francisco Bays this month.
Approximately 6,000 were released at Santa Cruz and 2,000 at San
Francisco. The R/V NAUTILUS was used in Monterey.
A preliminary draft of a paper on a portable bait receiver was written.
Live Bait - June and July
San Diego boats made from one to two trips a week to Los Angeles
Harbor for bait during the last part of June and most of July.
Generally the carriers came north while their catcher boats fished
the offshore areas near San Diego. Fish were caught up to 20 miles
offshore and generallY were larger than the average bait anchovy sold
in the San Diego area.
Oceanside and Newport boats have been fishing in L. A. Harbor regulaDly.
Bait has been difficult for them to find in the inshore areas.
Santa Monica boats fish the Bay primarily but when unsuccessful Gome
to L. A. Harbor. During June and July about 20% of their catch came
from there.
Boats north of Santa Monica Bay have not had any great difficulty in
obtaining bait except for the San Francisco boat. It wasn't until
this past week that anchovies have shown up in any number within
San Francisco Bay.
Lack of aVbil~Ll~ anLhovies in the 1Dshore waters has caused
problems in t'le i;idustry this summe:c but this is hot unusual
and occurs eveI:'] SUTfl1IIer. It appeal:::; that the anchovies move offshore
into cooler wat~cs ~nd it becomes qUite difficult for small lampara
boats to catch the fish. The ALASKA cruise and the San Diego boats
bear out thib ,ypothesis.
C. Macke el and Sardines
Fishery
The bottom feJ] .)u[ ;,;1 the 30llchet'n Califon.ia jack mackerel
fishery. Landings toppled from an estimated 4,000 tons in June
to approximdte y 440 tons :in July. This was the poorest July since
19,)8wbefl on y r,6 U'I " (.Jel'e landed 0
Rough seas. h~gh winds aud Ilig sweJJa at Cortes Bank prevented
the fleet from f) shing th i sa" a. ~hEima scouting of other areas
failed to locite::.w Clrge ror,;:.:e .tl'dt 0.1S uf fish, Most of the
boats ele'ted 1:0 j'-emai, in lort waiting for a break in the weather
at Cortes Bank.
During the last 11 days of July the mackerel fleet focused their
attention on local bluefin tuna and they landed 175 tons.
Pacific mackerel and sardine fishing remained very poor throughout
the month.
Research
Sampling of the cannery landings indicated most of the fish ta~en
during the month were small, between 15 to 22 em in length.
Because there were so few landings we were only able to collect
90 jack mackerel and 150 Pacific mackerel otoliths; also one
sample of sardines was obtained. The 1963 and 1964 sea survey
jack mackerel otoliths were read.
Project personnel spent three days aboard the LITTLE JOE and
FRANKIE BOY to observe fishing methods and collect mackerel
samples.
D. Squid
Landings of market squid, whi.ch were high in May and June,
declined abruptly in July due to a scarcity of squid on the
usual fishing g·rounds. There is a strong market and cannery
demand for this mollusc.
E. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey (Bartlett M63R)
An echo sounder survey of the pelagic species was conducted
in central California waters aboard the M/V ALASKA. The
survey extended tram shore seaward to the 1.000 fathom depth
CU1:ve. and coastwise tr~m Point Re:lcs to Point Arguello.
Northernanchovie'i Wf''Le t Ie pL2dominant speci.es detected and
sampled. They were taurd from Pigeon Poi t to Point Arguello
and we e most IIITit: ..:ih.15 from ape Scm Haeci.n southward. Most
fish were detectt>J W'j "Chin ":n miles of shore except at Point
Sal where quantities were present 30 miles offshore. The
heaviest concentrations were found off Cape San Martin and
Point Purisima where 1.9 to 2.2 schools per mile were detected.
These areas also ~ontained onsiderable numbers of birds, sea
lions. and porpoises. Midwater trawl tows took mostly large
adults. Very little evidence of spawning was indicated. This
survey detected only about 1/8 as many schools as one made
last month in southern California waters. but school. size appeared
much larger.
While returning to port, a qUi.ck survey was made of the outer
Channel Islands and Santa Cruz Basin where thousands of anchovy
schools were present in June. Only a few schools were found by
the latest survey.
Whitebait smelt were locally abundant near the mouth of San
Francisco Bay. Pacific hake were also present in the same area
and appeared closely associated with concentrations of smelt.
Neither species covered an extensive area. Midwater trawl
tows took up to 100 pounds of smelt and lesser quantities of
hake.
A. Albacl)(2.
Fishery
The 1966 seaSC!ll ",!<..~,l.::·j I.'!i.'.':\ th ~ ii«ji. \~E:eI .In July, Fishing was
spotty and ord,Y' ££,:,: b",!,ill'=,: til2 r)I,.r,~);.ljg G'ccunJ:=J, 213- and 295~
fdLhcfIl SPUl." f;,d:;,' ,,,; l«;c." ;iT,i (';,.1d~,,~ \,,',>d,c1 L1 this area,
p... t ~.l;;. ...... t. ''-.".~-' '.'.. I -:.i':~_ JjJ. t'I. J .~._~ [L'-~) ~ j).dtJ..h...... i.l.L t,d~ l_) ·:.uid f.t.~tLil che
\-JCiru.ng so !.h~:L, ~;l' 11'S was ('.J:,'." I gJu,.;,1.I che l.'a-,,f 1",00 'nd San Juan
SE-frmo )ti'} .len >. :c 1.1 2 ",dC:'llai (''/(:cL j ,Ju1.y_ T ..::.y round .:';-.:.'i tered
fish and velY ~trGug n0~thw~s[er_y DlnJs. The wind a d slow fishing
:'-8~.sed mo 't tl~' s~ek shel.ter- .Leewarcl or vai:.iouS Channel Islands. Mean-
,,,hi 1e. Lh. Clr·c/:".J\~ F. WI ~0I1'llhib='llm':'i h,n', ,o.,:cd vessel e:<:i\1ghl: 10
2lJl (1(;,0'((; "l1';Ull( 'ZG n,.i..l·: n I. ;CJ!it, f !<:tln (; j II Ld.l "le<itt'lCi:.·. Several
Oi.·egon h.JSH! H~:~">cl~ ell.. loy€" th' <11 ;~a ftrrthc-r and located good
shoal' from 30 \:0 150 miles off the: c.oast- This development lured
much of thp. Sourot'l;-n fleet. (I O:Ci:,gt'':l YIEll€r~ th .otlgh h' rough
intermediate 'f.!:'?1. Fi"h{~·!l1cn thar n: r,lfll.'Ct I and waIted out the storm
found "scratchy" I. (j taJ t i.!.~h_l g b ..£:<111 DdVidsOli Seamount and the
Dumping Grounds. There are enuugh rep a t.s to indicate the pre-
sence of fish aU along the coast from northern Baja California
to northern Oreg n with best concpntrations toward the northern part.
The f:1.1::<''r U?3seJ. fare (7~ tuns) WDl:; lleliven,d at Terminal Island on
July ll~ 0.d sold on an open ticket. Average loads since then have
been abouL 2 to 3 tons, totalling less than 300 tons. An opening
price of $375 per ton was announced July 25.
Albacore sport fishing began July 3 with a chance catch of four
fish within 5 miles of Santa Catalina Island on Avalon Bank. Sub-
sequently the fishery has been located from the east end of San
Clemente and Catalina Islands to the Dumping Grounds and 295-
fathom spot. Highes t catches have !JC'eu at the southern extreme.
During the past week, both party boats and purse seiners have
shared schools of mixed albclco e and bluefin around the 43-fathom
spot.
Research
Sampling of aJbaf.orE: lalLJings stal"tt:J. at San Dtego, T~rminal Island
and Monterey Bay, Loglrook, length-·-.frequency, and age composition
data were collec.ted at e;:I(:1'1 P~)l-t _ The~e--year-old~ dominated the first
200 fish sampled at Termi nal IdancL
One albacore tagging trip vlaS C'omph-:reJ Buccessfully on July 25
when eight fish \vere marked and re Leas~d. Thanks are due for Lupi
Saldana of the LA. Time:' at d Gil S'nith, owner~operator of the
charter boat ET. JOBO;for rnviding elrE.· facilities. A second tagging
effort is lanne,! fur July 3 i c. )()p::'Tarion \·rith the Miss.1.on Bay
Research Foundation.
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B. Bluefin Tuna
Fishery
The 1966 bluefin landings are accumulating at a rapid pace. The
fleet has already logged over 17 million pounds which exceeds
last year's ~ota;__of 16 million. If this continues, landings will
easily reach the IO-year average of 21 million pounds.
Most of the catch is from an exceptional run of 20- to 60-pound
fish located off the southern half of Baja California. Much of the
high seas fleet from San Pedro and San Diego is working this area.
Since the 21st the local fleet has been night fishing on the 43-fm.
spot. They have averaged about 25 tons a night,landing fish in
the 12 to 18 pound range.
The price has held steady at $290, per ton.
Research
The purse seiner JO LINDA returned 'What \'1as apparently a Japanese
tag on a bluefin caught off Asuncion Island, Baja California. Con-
firmation from Japan is being sought.
Returns from our 1966 tagging contin~e to come in.
Statistics of Recaptured Bluefin Tuna
Na. of fish Days at libert.Y Miles -craveled (minimum) General Direction
2 3
1 6 20 NW
1 8 39 NW
1 9 46 NW
1 9 53 NW
1 10 46 NW
1 31 72 NW
1 34 181 NW
1 9 29 W
1 8 6 S
1 9 7 S
In additio~ two fish tagged in 1964 were returned. The first was
tagged near Cedros Island, Baja California. It was recovered 657
days later only 149 miles west of the release point. The second was
marked near San Clemente Island on August 20. 1964. This one traveled
over 4800 miles to Awashima Island located 20 miles east of Honshu.
It was trapped in a set net on July I. 1966~ 681 days after it was
released.
IBM summaries of the catch abstracts for the years 1962 to 1965 were
received from Biostatistics. Preliminary examination of the temperature
o 0data shows the range of the means to be 65.9 F. to 68.2 F.
The tuna program remains behind schedule.
8. SPORTFTSH
A. Partyboat
Research
Several tagged 8dwl l:.::!~~ wex.'c recovel.."cd _ One grew one-inch in 108
days from March to .fuly_
California halibut age .:ma1i'sis '::oDrj.nued. Otoliths from some of
the larger halibut were" wafered1lto aid the reader.
Fishery
Y~liowtail. ban~cuda. d.lld salmon catches are looking better than
they have for severa} years. Albacore have made the usual lune-
July appeacanc.e! but fishing has be<:n spotty., except for San
Diego rartyhoats. The PAISANO, San Pedro based. ]anded 5-25 pound
albacore for 8 anglers, June 28.
The 1966 pa·.Lyboa ,'.8.' 211 vi key qpE"-<."'S a cumul<:l.r.ed through June
compares with th!=" pre;; oua Une ye.al:s as follows:
Through June (nearest 100)
L966 1965 1964 1963
Rockfish 776,800 581,000 409,700 436,600
Kelp, t:,aotd bass 491,800 436,600 308,700 512,100
Barracuda. 458,000 253,400 127,900 212,300
Bonito 135,500 172,000 297,900 198,600
Halibut 46,300 44,200 56,500 56,100
Salmon 40,000 32,700 34,700 31,400
Yellowtail 32,900 5,500 20,700 29,000
Striped bass 7,700 1,700 7,400 6,800
B. Environmental and Behavioral Studies of Coastal Sport Fishes (DJF22R3)
Survey dives were conducted on natural reefs at Santa Catalina and
Santa Cruz Islands and in the Point Loma area, near San Diego.
An impressive number of white abalone (Haliotis sorenseni) were
observed on scattered rocky outcrops (125-foot depths) near Emerald
Bay, Santa Catalina Island. We recorded 40 abalone in an area 15 by
100 feet. The larger abalone (179 to 191 mm) exhibited a heavy
thickening of their shell's outer lip -- indicating cessation of
growth. By contrast the smaller ones (121 - 167 mm) exhibited a
wide band of new growth at their shell's edge. All specimen collected
appeared healthy and well fed. In this area the major alga is a
large fronded brown, Agarum fimbriatum.
We continued specimen identifications for our contract study off the
mouth of the San Gabriel River.
Turner chaired a meeting of the Diving Safety Board. Items under
discussion included: (i) preparation of the annual report of Depart-
ment Diving; (ii) budget considerations; (iii) operations manual
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section - SCUbA dLi,illlb~ (i 'rJ D1 ,)iog Deeds of the Dtpa tmcnt;
(v) al1nual inspt:C:tiOl s; (vi) diving pay aId certification; and
(vii) Safety Board staffing.
We \l7ere aga,tn l,n~.b E'
Island becaus~ th~ra
o C(mdh ~t Ollt monthly survey at San Clemente
was no sultable vessel available.
The project remains behind schedule.
C. Northern CalifOLnia HaLine Sport.fish S rvey (DJF12R9)
Routine unit sampling continued throughout: the month. Shore sampliI\g
Qrocedures were changed f om out present intc:=rview method to'a tuin~
over type of catch and effort determination for beaches north of ,
Montara State Beach. Hundreds of str.iped bass fishermen have been
encountE:red nmni g up <WId da"m bt3.cnes and driVing bett..Jeen beaches
as f'sb ~iJr&·' d(,;" HHJH:".:£I."'J 0V(,Y I:'JO':h:; c.i,-cuit television. radio, etc.
It is ImpoBs'ble- i:o jCl.lud thesE. tisnennen a e 'ately in our inter-
view system ~e'3c~e th~v a~~ so exc1t~d that they refuse to stop
while th ll~n J.'~ O~I HO\.l:ly C0,mts ot r:i Bhing effort arc tallied and
the average fish ! ng auy j n hour!; is de civl:d fr0m fishermen interviews
as they leave the beach ared"
An airplane flight on July 17 and 18 showed a marked increase in
numbers of surf fishel"1T1en frolf. Huutara to the Golden Gq.te, this
because of the striped bass fishery. We measured all fish landed at
a skindiving, meet at Van Damme.
Mel Odemar assisted in resc~ing a skiff fisherman from the surf at
Linda Mar Beach on July 14.
Project is on schedule,
D. Southern California Harine Sport fish Survey (DJF20R)
July activities centered about the preparation and processing of
various manuscripts. The pier and jetty creel census paper was
revised and retyped. After proof reading and general organization
it will be resubmitted to the MRO editorial board. The gally proof
of the barracuda bulletin was reviewed, corrections noted and returned
to the MRO editor. Some progress was made on the private boat and
shoreline creel census report. Vacation and talks to sportsmen and
school groups consumed the remainder of the projects time.
Project is on schedule.
9. SPECiAL PROJECTS"
A. Southern California
The Project leader was on vaca~ion during most of the month.
Two days of red tide research were accomplished. The rem~inder
of the tlIne was spent catching up on correspondence.
Project is on schedule.
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B. Northern California
About ten days were spent preparing maps and presenting information
for the Department's recommendations on fish in San Francisco Bay
to the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission.
The Newark fish trap was operated at night for the first time.
No difficulties were experienced and about fifty pounds of fish
were caught, mainly topsme1t.
Project is on schedule.
10. BIOSTATISTICS
A. Data Processing
Regular Reports
The May statistical reports of landings and shipments were completed.
June cannery and processor reports were completed and the letter
summarizing the tuna case pack was mailed.
f",
The June marine partyboat catch reports were completed and the letter
summarizing the data was mailed.
The final statistical reports (late records) for 1965 were completed
and reports are being run in preparation for the 1965 Catch Bulletin.
The March and April Pacific Mackerel III Reports were compiled for
Pelagic Fish.
Special Reports
The Statistical Report of Fresh, Canned, Cured and Manufactured
Fishery Products for 1965, Circular #40, was mailed.
Tables showing 1964 and 1965 catch data were compiled for the 1966
Bienniel.
Bluefin Tuna Catch Effort Reports I and II for 1957-1965 were
prepared for the Tuna Program.
~
The June "delinquent letters" were sent to partyboat skippers who
have not sent in logs.
The first Unregistered Boat List for 1966-67 was transmitted to
Wildlife Protection.
Work in Progress
Editing of the June fish receipts and July partyboat logs is in
progress.
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Work continues on historical figures for principal species.
Wholesale fish dealer and canners records are being updated with
the receipt of the 1966-67 licenses.
Field
The field Representative visited dealers in San Pedro, Los Angeles,
and Newport to resolve problems with fish receipts and processor
report records. He left July 19 on an extended coastal trip to
visit dealers and Fish and Game offices from Santa Barbara to Crescent
City. He is accompanied by Ken Aasen and they expect to return
August 8.
B. Technical Assistance and Biometrical Analysis
Statistical and Nathematical Analysis
Some progress was made on a manuscript describing the shrimp sea
sampling plan.
A substantial amount of time was spent trying to recruit a qualified
statistician for our vacant Statistical Methods Analyst II position.
Competition from the aerospace industry is severe with the result
that only one person who was both qualified and a U.S. citizen
responded to our advertising in the Los Angeles Times.
Computers
Random tow locations and random subs amp ling numbers were generated
for the fall shrimp cruise.
IBM's Revised Programmer's Aptitude Test was administered to twenty
staff members.at Terminal Island. The test is designed to select
persons who are likely to be successful computer programmers.
11. BIOLOGICAL NOTES
Reports of mortalities of Pacific hake on Mendocino County beaches
near Fort Bragg during late June were investigated early in July.
The hake ranged from 12 to 18 inches in length and were mostly of
ages four and five. A concentration of over three tons which accum-
ulated during several mornings was reported from Mackerricher Beach
State Park. Reports from coastal wardens indicate the hake mortalities
extended to Point Arena.
A die-off of several bushels of small (l-~ - 2 inches) bocaccio were
reported from McClure's Beach, Marin County, during early July.
A fish kill, due to an excessive concentration of phytoplankton in a
cove along the south shore of Monterey Bay, occurred on July 18
during a very low tide (-1.6 feet). The kill consisted of about 200
pounds of shortbelly rockfish, 4 to 6 inches long, and about 200 large
hake, 22 to 24 inches long, that had been feeding on the small rockfish
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in the shallow water. These species are not sought by either sports
or commercial fisher-men in California.
Black sea bass, ~!ereoleEi.s K!.Bi!.~, "las added to the fauna of Humboldt
Bay when a 15-~ pounder was taken by a salmon fishermen during the month.
On July 21, a 50 -inch brmvn ragfish, Icos teus aenigmaticus; was taken
in a lampara net hauled for jack mackerel off Monterey Harbor.
12. MISCELLANEOUS
A. Meetings, Talks, and Visitors
July 11
July 11
July 11
July 12
July 13
July 14
July 18
July 19
July 19
July 19
Gotshall and Smith met with members of the Effective
Citizens League and Ray Peart, editor of Norcoast
Outdoors, to discuss marine sport fishing potentials
of Humboldt County.
Fitch met with Dr. David Greenfield, Zoology Dept.,
ra]ifornia State College, Fullerton and discussed
Department regulations regarding scientific collecting,
MRO Programs, etc.
Pinkas spoke about the Wildlife of the Future to 40
Long Beach grade school children.
Phelan showed a movie and talked to Long Beach children
at Garfield School.
Fitch presented an illustrated talk on the fossil fish
record to 50 honors biology students at Millikan High
School, Long Beach.
Fitch accompanied the Millikan High School honors biology
students on a field trip to local marine fossil deposits,
and answered numerous questions regarding the various
faunas present.
Phelan showed a movie and talked to Long Beach children
at Lincoln School.
Aplin and Don Lollock, Region III, met with Fred Tarp
to discuss recommendations for the disposal of fill from
the Bay Area Rapid Transit tube under San Francisco Bay.
Dr. Tarp is the biologica. advisor for BART.
Gotshall and Boydston attended the Humboldt County Fish
and Game Advisory Committee meeting.
Smith spoke to a Civic and World Affairs class from
Arcata High School on the "Implications of Foreign
Fishing on our Shores".
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July 18-19 Hardwick at tended orientati,on training, Sacrament,a.
July 20 Smith a.nd Fred Phebus, Fishermen's Marketing' Assoc,iation,
met with members of the Effective Citizens League to
discuss commercial fishing potentials in the Eureka area.
July 21 Gotshall, Smith, and Boydston attended and spoke to
members of the Effective CiLizens League and repre-
sentatives of local sport fishermen's groups on pre-
sent and future potential needs of Humboldt County
marine sport fishery.
July 20-21 Collins and 0' Reai." attended orientation, Sacramento.
July 19-20-21- Diving Safety Board -- Terminal Island Laborato'ry:
Turner as Chairman.
July 22
July 22
July 25
July 25
July 25
July 26
July 27
July 28
July 28
July 28
July 28
July 29
!lr ,lItt, Dahlstrom, and 1bert met with Don Medina,
Director of Research fDr Central California Divers,
to discuss the aha iCl.e allotment: request off Pig~on
Po:inL
Fitch accompanied a Cerritos College class during
beach seining operations in Colorado Lagoon, Long Beach.
Abramson attended a meeting of the Southern California
Chapter of the American Statistical Association.
Roedel and Baxter attended CalCOFI Committee Meeting,
LaJo11a.
.·1·· .....,. ",<,
Pinkas spoke at the regular monthly meeting of the ',,-
Greater Los Angeles Council of Divers on the identi-,'
fication of fish.
Dahlstrom talked with and exhibited specimens of clams
and oysters to 40 students of Hillsborough High School
of the West Coast Seafood Company plant, San Francisco.
Meeting to discuss the San Diego Bay dredging proposals;
Resources Agency Director's office; Sacramento: Turner.
Discussions of budgets and personnel problems; Diving
surveys; Sacramento office: Turner.
Roedel and Baxter attended CalCOFI Committee Meeting,
Terminal Island
Craig was guest of and spoke to about 75 members of the
Southern California Tuna Club.
Mr. Camilo Prieto from Chile visited the Terminal Island
Laboratory and discussed the kelp industry with Carlisle.
Survey of potential marine pollution problem areas - with
John Zasadzinski, Santa Ana River Basin Regional Water
Quality Control Board: Strachan and Turner.
B~ Personnel
June 30
July 1
July 1
July 5
July 7
July 13
July 19
July 25
July 25
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Sally A. Gogin, Librarian II, separated, Terminal Island
Kenneth D. Aasen, appointed permanent ME II, Pelagic
Fish Investigation, Terminal Island.
Kenneth Mais, promoted to ~m III, Sea Survey, Terminal
Island.
Alexander Petrovich, appointed MB II, Sea Survey,
Terminal Island.
Richard H. Parrish. appointed ME II, Pelagic Fish Invest-
igation, Pacific Grove.
June L Thompson, appointed Intermediate Typist Clerk,
Terminal Island.
Erling Andreassen, appointed Chief Engineer Fisheries
Vessels, Terminal Island.
Peter R. Cordier, appointed ME II, Menlo Park.
Steven N. Taylor, appointed AB I , Crescent City.
Bonnie K. Snethen, appointed Intermediate Steno, Personnel,
Terminal Island. Effective April, 1966.
~~
P. M. Roedel
Manager
HRO/TI
ko/125
First Annual Summer Conference
LAW OF THE SEA INSTITUTE
University of Rhode Island
June 27 - July 1, 1966
This first conference proved to be a great success and it was the unanimous
feeling of those present that it should be continued on an annual basis and
that a Board of Advisors to the institute should be established.
The meeting was very well organized; with an exception or two the papers were
of extremely high quality, and the discussions were uninhibited but never
acrimonious. Most of us felt it was one of the best conferences we had ever
attended, a tribute to the care with which the speakers and panelists were
selected and in no small measure to the interdisciplinary approach. This was
a good show all the way. It will be hard to top it next year, but one thing
is certain: someone should be there from the Department.
About 125 registered. The largest single group consisted of lawyers. Others
represented included geologists, economists, biologists, engineers and
representatives of the commercial fishing industry. Sports groups were
conspicuously (to me) absent. With a few exceptions, the participants were
from the United States. Among the foreigners were an attache from the French
embassy, a member of the New Zealand mission to the UN, a Russian representing
UNESCO, and a Japanese, Dr. Shigeru Oda, professor of international law at
Tohoku University, and author of the definitive "International Control of
Sea Resources."
The meeting concerned itself chiefly with the Geneva Conventions concerning
the Continental Shelf and fisheries. There was a great deal of discussion on
territorial limits, the effect of a contiguous fishing zone, the impact of
foreign fishing, and on the definitions, or lack thereof, of the Continental
Shelf. Problems of delimiting boundaries received particular attention,
especially from oil companies and from firms chiefly interested in mineral
exploitation. Frank Hortig, California State Lands Commission, gave a very
interesting paper in this latter regard.
The most vocal segment of those at the meeting favored as narrow territorial
sea as possible. Proponents included the Navy men present and representatives
of the tuna and shrimp fisheries, specifically W. M. Chapman and W. R. Neblett,
the latter Executive Director of the National Shrimp Congress. At least one
prominent international lawyer, M. S. McDougal of Yale University Law School
also strongly favored a narrow territorial sea, preferably, as he put it, one
that he could "spit across."
The proponents of a wide territorial sea were perhaps equally numerous but were
less vocal and weren't the old pros at the business that people like Chapman
are. I got the impression that a lot of the mining and oil people would
prefer a wide sea, and very definitely the fishing industry operating on local
banks out of New England favored the idea. The main speaker for this group was
Mr. R. J. Dykstra, Point Judith, Rhode Island, Fishermen's Co-op. He had the
strong, though quiet support of Mr. W. A. Ritter, representing Alaska king
crab interests, and the only west coast industry man there other than Dr.
Chapman.
Beside the split over the width of the territorial sea, there was another
major division of opinion as to how both the living and non-living resources
of the sea should be managed. One group led by Dr. Francis Christy, Resources
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for the Future, Washington, D.C. (a Ford Foundation adjunct), and Mr. Clark
Eichelberger, Commission to Study the Organization of Peace, United Nations
Association, urged internationalization of control, if not of the resources
themselves. They felt, in effect, that a supernational body such as the United
Nations should be empowered to license and control those using the resources
of the high seas. A good majority felt, equally strongly, that free enter-
prise should prevail, with no restrictions until the situation demanded the~.
Christy's main argument was on economic grounds. He has always urged strongly
that entry into marine fisheries be limited in order to obtain the maximum
economic gain from fishing (as opposed to the biologists' concept of a maxi-
mum sustainable yield).
All of the papers presented at the meeting, together with a summary of the
discussions will be published, but it will be a number of months before the
document is available. In the meantime, copies of most of the papers are
on file at the State Fisheries Laboratory.
Professor McDougal of Yale, gave the opening address, and as I mentioned
earlier, he strongly favors a narrow territorial sea. He felt that internation-
al policy was best served by a broad inclusive sea as opposed to a broad
exclusive sea. To him, the sole function of a territorial sea was for rather
petty reasons, such as customs. He considered the military standpoint
irrelevant and likewise the fisheries. He stated he did not think much of the
Geneva Conventions and he definitely does not want another Geneva conference.
Violently opposed to his point of view was Professor Ouiney Wright from the
University of Virginia Law School who argued then and throughout the meeting
for development of rules and regulations to govern national conduct on the
high seas. While McDougal believed that great precision in defining limits
and so on were unnecessary at this time, Wright believed that precision was
needed before problems arose. Wright argued that some limitation on the
concept of the freedom of the seas was necessary. It was at this point that
Dr. Christy first raised his voice for limitation of entry, pointing out that
unless access to the living resources was limited, economic waste followed.
McDougal's counterploy was that if what Christy said was true that was the price
you had to pay for such an important concept as freedom of the seas. He felt
that so far as fisheries were concerned, you would get more out of a give and
take situation than you could out of restrictions.
The first general session considered the accomplishments of the 1958 Geneva
conference and offshore claims of the various nations. The two speakers on
Geneva were W. C. Herrington of the State Department and Neblett of the
National Shrimp Congress. Mr. Herrington outlined what went on at Geneva
and then commented on Professor McDougal's speech. He tended to agree with
McDougal that you should not draw a line unless it was required -- that it was
better simply to let your rules develop through custom. He took considerable
exception to McDougal's statement that Geneva was an "unmitigated disaster,"
feeling that Geneva had actually done much toward impleluenting three points
which McDougal thought important; namely, that 1) decisions should be made by
a recognized authority, 2) decisions should be based on persuasion not coercion
and 3) decisions should be forward looking. Mr. Herrington mentioned that the
proposed world fisheries conference would consider, among other things, how
to make the Geneva conventions more effective and that to this end, the matter
of policing would be on the agenda.
Mr. Neblett felt that Geneva, while a real step forward, left many things un-
resolved. He expectedly supported the concept of narrow territorial sea
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without a contiguous fish zone.
This led into a discussion of Mexican claims and of the 200 mile claims of
Chile, Ecuador and Peru, and the terminology of the South Pacific Conference.
There was a good deal of disagreement as to whether this convention claimed
sovereignty to the 200-mile limit, or simply control over conservation.
So far as economics were concerned, various people at this point and throughout
the meeting emphasized the difficulty in getting visitors to agree on the
maximum economic yield of any given fishery. Because of different systems and
values, the U.S., the USSR, and Japan, for example, would be hard pressed to
agree on the maximum economic yield of marlin. The maximum sustainable yield,
conversely, was a value on which scientists of all nations could agree, and
the concept was one which was now easy to "sell" internationally: viz the
Atlantic tuna treaty negotiations recently completed in Rio de Janiero.
Professor R. L. Friedheim, Franklin Institute, presented a factor analysis of
voting records of the nations at Geneva which he felt formed a good tool for
identifying future problems.
Professor Alexander of the University of Rhode Island, the general chairman of
the meeting, discussed offshore claims of the various nations. While the
claims range from 3 to 300 miles and while there is a general international
trend to go to 12 miles, either territorially or as a fishing zone, most of the
major western powers still hold fast to the concept of the 3-mile sea, with
growing recognition of a 12-mile fishing zone. Canada and the United Kingdom
are members of this latter group, and the concensus among the conferees was that
the U.S. would soon pass similar legislation, Wib Chapman strongly disagreeing.
The second day was concerned with a symposi.um, "The Use of Offshore Waters"
with Drs. Chapman and Christy the principal speakers. Dr. Chapman commented
on the concept of the economic yield along the lines which I have already
mentioned, namely that the differences among nations as to their economic
standards make it impossible to use this concept as an international standard.
He spoke at length on the desirability of and need for the 3-mile territorial
sea from the point of view of the U.S. and argued that a l2-mile fishery
limit would, in fact, do no good because of the wide-ranging habits of most
commercial fishes. He felt that the idea of internationalizing the high seas
and its resources was infeasible. This would require placing sovereign
nations under the regulation of the U.N., and it seemed something less than
likely to him that the major maritime powers would do any such thing. Further,
the policing job created would be many times greater than those with which the
UN is presently coping without, he allowed, a great measure of success.
Dr. Christy pretty much rewrote the advance copy of his paper. He emphasized
that in his opinion, economists and biologists were closer together than they
had ever been as a result of mutual discussions such as this. He believes
that the freedom of the seas must be limited at least to the degree that free
entry must be limited because in the future it will not be possible to manage
the high seas fisheries except by controlling the amount of fishing effort.
Without such control, rvconflict, congestion, and waste will become more and
more severe and the wealth of the seas will be dissipated." He presented and
discussed three possible means of limiting the number of producers, (1) limiting
licenses, (2) a tax or license system, and (3) internationalization of the
resource. Christy, of course, feels that the concept of maximum economic
yield is perfectly realistic and a better one than the maximum sustainable yield.
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The discussion of these two papers took up a full half day and covered both
the biological and economic concepts of sustainable yield and what various
treaties have done to resolve these problems over the years. Dr. Chapman
presented a lO-point statement and calling for, among other things, a
territorial sea of 3 marine miles with no fisheries jurisdiction outside it.
The New Zealand-Japan controversy regarding bottom fishing by the Japanese
in the recently-established New Zealand fishing zone, which extends from 3
and 12 miles, came in for exhaustive discussion by about everyone except
the representatives of New Zealand and Japan. It appears likely that this
case will be taken into the World Court with New Zealand claiming there is
nothing to prohibit it from establishing such a fishing zone without provid-
ing a phase-out of foreign fishing rights. Japan will argue that such a
zone is unlawful, noting further that she is not a signator to the Geneva
Convention and has historic precedent for fishing in the area. A point
brought out was that the one reason for the complexity of the Geneva Conven-
tion was the sharp difference between the tuna and shrimp industries on the
one hand and most other American fisheries on the other.
There was a good deal of discussion, but no conclusion, as to what it takes
to establish a historic fish right and of what the value might be of such
rights. The doctrine of historic rights could be of great value in many cases
to United States fisheries, if the issue were to be taken up by the United
States. The Geneva Convention says little on this subject. It was also
noted that the trend now is to open-end fisheries treaties and that there
appears also to be a trend to give considerable discretion to commissioners.
Reservations were expressed to open-end treaties in some cases; the idea
would not work in such cases as fur seals and salmon for example.
Someone compared the difficulties of an international licensing system as a.
means of limiting entry to the difficulties encountered at the national and
state level in licensing such relatively simple things as taxis. Several
agreed that the problem of allocation appeared almost insoluble internation-
ally, but others argued that you would not abolish the taxi licensing system
because it was not perfect. Professor Oda emphasized that abstention is not
a conservation measure. One thing that is holding Japan back on ratifying
the Geneva Convention, revolves around problems of the special interest of
coastal states. Christy's licensing proposal seemed to catch the group's
fancy, judging from all the comments. There remained, however, such major
unresolved problems as to how to issue such licenses, how to police licenses,
and what to do with the revenue received.
The primary discussion of the proposal of the Commission to Study the
Organization of Peace took place at this stage. The report recommends that
title to the entire ocean, in the sense of high seas, t1be vested in the
international community thru its agency the United Nations. H The Commission
goes on to recommend establishment of a UN Marine Resources Agency. Most
people in the audience took strong exception to such control of the high seas
resources.
Mr. Eichelberger, in rebuttal, said that the full report would answer many
of the objections. He did not think the plan utopian, believing that now is
the time to establish the principal of international ownership. The full
report, he pointed out, calls far substantial reorganization of the UN.
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He suggested that the seas should not be subject to appropriation by any
major power and that the ocean resources should be the common property of all
nations. He felt that it was possible to have economic production together
with national order, this opposed, as he saw it, to the "regime of anarchy
proposed by Dr. Chapman. 1i
Two sessions followed which had particular reference to problems of the
Continental Shelf. These were concerned primarily with how to delineate the
territorial sea and with problems of offshore oil and gas production and of
deep-sea mining. Oil and gas production, is of course a reality already, but
deep-sea mining on any significant scale lies somewhere in the future.
Problems of ownership, particularly when one gets beyond the 200-meter depth
and especially when one is completely off the Continental Shelf as defined
at Geneva were particularly perplexing. If a company, for example, were to
find an exploitable mineral bed on the deep-sea floor, how could it Hstake
out a claim?" What is to insure that some other company or some other nation
would not move into the immediate area?
The situation off southern California received a great deal of attention,
stimulated by Frank Hortig's excellent paper. He pointed out that the
southern California coastal area did not qualify as Continental Shelf even
though for one thing the north channel islands are actually a simple exten-
sion of the Santa Monica mountains. The waters separating them from the
mainland today, however, reach depths far greater than 200 meters. It was
his contention, and he had considerable support, that the geological
structure should be taken into account. Cortes Bank, for example, should
qualify as an extension of the Continental Shelf in special cases such as
this. Professor Goldie of Loyola University, Los Angeles, took strong
exception to this point of view.
Mr. Hortig suggested that an appropriate definition in our area would be the
California Continental Borde~nd which he described as extending to about
2000 meters.
As in fisheries, the question of internationalization came in for a great
deal of discussion. While there was general agreement that some method had
to be devised to permit rational exploitation, it was also felt that inter-
nationalization and UN control was not the answer.
The closing panel considered the Geneva Conventions and the possible need for
modification in them. One panelist (Prof. Reiff, St. Lawrence Univ.), made
these points: 1) When and if such a conference is held, the committees
should be structured to give more weight to experienced countries (there is
precedent for such action); 2) for fisheries, bilateral and multilateral
agreements dealing with stocks or with regions seem likely for the foreseeable
future, the problem being how to restrict the number of participants in open-
end treaties; and 3) the nations should consider their obligations and
duties with respect to the sea; so far their sale concern has appeared to be
with their rights.
Professor Johnson from University of Washington felt that the Eichelberger-
Christy proposal to cede control to the United Nations was most impractical
under present political environment. Certainly the developed countries
would have no reason at present for supporting such a move. The proposal
must be more definitive, answering the various questions posed earlier, such
as what to do with the "rent" and what resources are to be ceded. He
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remarked that this might all end up as a program for redistribution of the
world's wealth, "a truly great anti-poverty program."
Professor Goldie suggested some sort of a regional registration agency under
the direction of the United Nations which would be empowered to issue instru~
ments showing zones of particular interest. This does not involve placing
ownership of resources in the UN. He referred to the u.s. Guano Act of
1858 as a precedent.
Other speakers suggested that the opportunity existed for creative law-making
as opposed to restrictive law-making, particularly in the field of offshore
mining. Many people felt that definitions must be tightened, particularly
with relation to the Continental Shelf and as to what constituted "adjacency."
Another panelist, Alexander Melamid from N. Y. Univ., described the Geneva
Conventions as a series of loopholes connected by loopholes. He felt that
the UN was the last place in which to centralize control and that national
or international condominiums and neutral territories simply do not work.
He urged sticking with the existing Conventions and concentrating on plugging
some of the loopholes. He noted that Goldie's suggestion of registration
was quite different from administrative control and that the principal had
worked in a number of instances such as allocation of radio channels.
When the dust all died down, no one had convinced anyone as to how wide the
territorial sea should be, but a majority felt that the u.S. would adopt a
l2-rnile contiguous fishing zone and that this would, in the long run, neither
help nor hinder the American fishing industry as a whole. The group seemed
to feel that internationalization of either the living or non-living
resources was not the thing to do. The Geneva Conventions represent a good
step forward in constructive law making, and efforts in the immediate future
should be devoted toward improving these conventions rather than trying to
start something completely new which would have little if any chance of
success in the real world of today. --- Philip M. Roedel
